The internal representation of any WF is a consistent set S of assertions formulated in terms of the conceptual model. -ellipsis resolution --completing elliptical phrases with information extracted from their contexts;
TEXT ANALYSIS
-inconsistency elimination --replacing contradictory assertions by non-contradictory ones.
Data extraction
The technique for data extraction is based on a formal description of the typical phrases of WFs by means of transition networks called analyzers
The conditions along the arcs of the network are checks for certain semantic primitives defined in a dictionary or comparisons with certain strings. Some of the nodes are marked by two types of symbols mb(x) and me{x), where x is the identifier of a quantity in the conceptual model, mb means that a fiiler of x begins, me marks the end of the filler of x.
Data translation
Those entries of the dictionary that may occur as fillers have sections where the meaning of the filler is defined by the corresponding term of the conceptual model. Thus, the data translation process consists of looking up in the dictionary for the current filler, picking out the contents of the corresponding section and replacing the filler by the term extracted. Numerical values such as temperature degrees are calculated automatically from the text.
Ellipsis resolution
A good deal of sentences in WFs are e11i@tical. For example, consider the WF in Fig.l, where the region is missing from the first assertion and tlle time period is not specified in the second assertion.
In order to complement them a context analysis is performed.
It is based on certain heuristics represented as rules. For the particular case of medium-range forecasts in Bulgarian such rules are given in [4] where four variables are used, namely a short--term and a long-term backgrounds of both the time-period and the region. The rules specify the conditions under which these variables change their values as well as the variable whose value should fill in the current elliptical assertion. and Rz-Riare calculated on the basis of the corresponding submodels.
Inconsistency elimination

TEXT SYNTHESIS
Synthesis is the process of trans= forming the internal representation of a given WF into a text in a certain NL and according to a certain scheme (discourse structure). It consists of the following stages: -generation of words and phrases representing the items of the assertions; -generation of sentences describing the assertions;
generation of text fragments containing all the weather information related to a certain region, time period or weather phenomenon depending on the scheme adopted.
The three generators are called phrase generator, sentence generator and discourse generator, respectively. They are presented in detail in [5] for the case of short-range forecasts in Bulgarian. (w,, R, =BUt) ===> °wI en"
Discourse generator
Phrase generator
After the sentence structure has been settled, the phrase generator is invoked to form the phrases describing the assertion items. It replaces the terms of the internal representation by corresponding phrases ~n NL. For this purpose a reversed dictionary is u~;ed. The technique for map generation m~ployed in this project consists of two steps: -time analysis of the internal ri~presentation resulting in a proper division of the assertions into groups according to the model adopted for t~me representation; scanning tho assertions of each group and translating them into depic. tions corresponding to the weather items and arranged in some positions on the map depending on the regions.
The arrangement is based on a preliminarily designed template of the map. The template contains the spots where depictions could potentially appear° Together with the template a mapping M is defined. For any pair' (W,R) fl determines the set of spots where the corresponding depiction is to be placed. The depictions used are prepared in advance through a specialized graphical editor. 
CONCLUSION
